Introducing Rachio Smart Hose Timer

Make your hose smarter, automatically, with Rachio Smart Hose Timer

Water your yard on-demand without a sprinkler system
WiFi connected and controlled from anywhere
Run water from the valve & adjust from your phone
Keep watering even if you lose connection
Versatile programming for a variety of uses
A complete device history for trustworthy watering
Ensures you’re watering with flow detection
Skips when it rains, waters when it’s hot, and informs you of freezes
The Rachio Smart Hose Timer transforms your hose and sprinkler into a smart watering system.

Program and run watering when you need it, right from your phone. Smart watering keeps your yard or garden watered and looking good while minimizing water waste. No need to be home to water or watch the weather - Rachio can automate your hose for worry-free watering!

Includes:

- One (1) Timer valve: 6.1" L x 2" W x 3.2" H
  Pressure operating range 10-110 PSI
  Temperature operating range 32-158°F (0-70°C)
  For outdoor use with cold water only.
  Not for use with appliances

- One (1) WiFi Hub: 2.9" L x 2.5" W x 1.5" H
  Temperature operating range 32-104°F (0-40°C)
  For indoor use only.

- One (1) Wall adapter:
  Input: 100-240V / 50/60Hz 0.2A
  Output: 5V-1.0A
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The Rachio Smart Hose Timer consists of two pieces - the valve and the WiFi hub. Plug the included WiFi Hub into an indoor outlet within 200 feet of the valve to use the WiFi features.